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A partnership for perfect chilled displays  

• As a result of a recent retrofit project between SIREM installers and Nualight, 

Ipercoop – Italy’s largest supermarket chain, are now experiencing the 

benefits of LED refrigeration lighting first hand 

LONDON, United Kingdom – Effective June 14, 2018, 12:00 GMT – A member of 

Italy’s Coop Group, the Ipercoop Mondovì store’s chilled display cases were lit using 

horizontal T8 fluorescent lamps in a warm colour temperature. The result was dull 

and dreary displays. Consequently, lamps required frequent replacement, expending 

both time and resources.  

With the aim of enhancing their chilled displays, Ipercoop turned to Nualight for an 

LED retrofit lighting solution. Working with SIREM installers, Orion from Nualight 

proved to be the perfect choice. 

The final installation comprised a combination of canopy LED tubes and Nualight’s 

Orion Vertical 4000K, retrofitted into the chiller doors. Using almost half of the 

original number of luminaires, the new displays are brighter, and showcase produce 

with an increased vibrancy, enhancing packaging and creating a ‘pop’ of colour 

within the case. 

Stefano Vidal, Nualight Sales Engineer describes, “We worked with both Ipercoop 

and SIREM to ensure we found the perfect solution for their cases, opting for a 

cooler colour temperature to help make the merchandise come to life. Orion delivers 

excellent CRI and an improved light quality.”  

Lorenzo Ricci Ipermarket director, adds “Ipercoop are very pleased with the new 

installation. The depth of colour, contrast and richness within the chiller is much 

better. Customer can clearly see the products packaging and I have noticed a 

reduction in reflections in the gallery of the counters. This has been achieved very 

cost-effectively, we expect to see our return on investment in less than a year.” 



  
The retrofitted chillers now consume 72% less lighting energy, saving 3.8 tonnes of 

carbon per year. Furthermore, they run longer and cooler than the original 

fluorescent T8 lamps, lowering operating costs and reducing the risk of food 

spoilage. Orion’s cool light source saves additional energy as the refrigeration unit 

does not need to compensate for any heat generated by the light. 

Francesco Repetto SIREM installer, ends “We are very satisfied with the results 

obtained with the lighting systems from Nualight and with the attention shown to the 

customer's needs. Orion has been easy to install thanks to the practical fixing 

system. Nualight will surely be our point of reference for future retrofit refrigerated 

counter projects.” 

For further information on how Orion could transform your refrigerated display cases 

visit www.nualight.com  
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About Nualight 

Founded in 2005 in Cork, Ireland, Nualight is a specialist European LED lighting company 

selling predominately refrigeration lighting into the world’s leading grocery retailers, 

refrigeration display case manufacturers. With a heritage in award winning, market leading 

solutions and due to its progressive and nimble approach, Nualight also serves the industrial 

LED lighting market.  

Nualight is funded by major resource efficiency and renewable energy investors: Adaxia 

Capital Partners and ESB Novusmodus managed by Greencoat Capital. The company has a 

http://www.nualight.com/


  
sales presence throughout Europe and a global network of authorised resellers. For further 

information, please visit www.nualight.com 
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